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For over a decade, we’ve built sustainable 
water projects in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

SARAH EVANS | Co-Founder, CEO

Sarah is the Founder and Chairperson of Well Aware, an NGO implementing clean water systems in East 
Africa, as well as the Co-founder and CEO of Well Beyond. She is a Toyota Mother of Invention and a 
member of Forbes Nonprofit Council, US Global Leadership Coalition Board Member, and others. She has 
been featured in The New York Times, Washington Post, People Magazine, Forbes, and others. 

Kathryn Bergmann | CO-FOUNDER, Coo

Kathryn is a licensed civil & environmental engineer and former Well Aware Board Member and Project 
Manager. She is a member of the Rural Water Supply Network and is a contributing author to Water Quality 
Products Magazine. She is also a former VP and Project Engineer at Bergmann Engineering Company, a 
Missouri-based structural engineering firm.

Chris Danner | product & strategy 

Chris is a Product Manager at charity: water and former entrepreneur. As a product strategy consultant, he 
developed product strategy and vision for various clients including Upflex, Rocean, and Disent. Previously, 
he worked in the impact investing space with SOCAP and 17 Asset Management. 



60%
Failure rate for wells  

(Africa only)

$1.2B
Total investment loss in 
handpump wells alone

Despite billions invested annually, most 
projects fail, few are monitored, and locals 
manage them without pay.

45% of adults own smartphones 
in developing countries

70% of Sub-Saharan Africa 
has 3G coverage

Web3 enables int’l micro-
payments to compensate 

locals

Of all int’l regions, Africa 
has the highest % of P2P 
crypto transaction volume 

BAD NEWS Good NEWS



Broken wells are often never fixed. Even when 
they are, it takes weeks to get water flowing again.

But even when the NGO 
knows, they will have to 

send a mechanic...

Most wells are not monitored 
so NGOs often won’t know 

when one breaks.

60% of new wells 
will break down

In the best case Scenario, communities have to 
wait Two weeks without clean water access

And then charge the NGO 
for the travel and repair 

costs.

Who has to take multiple, 
long round trips to 

diagnose and fix the issue.

Long term maintanence is expensive and NGOs rarely know when projects break down. Because communities don’t know 
how to make repairs themselves, this means projects can remain broken for months. 



Communities are now proactively diagnosing 
issues to get water back faster and cheaper.

In Lakipia, it took less than two 
hours to get clean water back!

With bigger issues, they 
can request maintanece 
and provide diagnostic 

information and photos

Users can diagnose and 
usually fix the problem 

themselves 

Which makes repairs quicker, 
cheaper, and more efficient 

Very remote communities like Lakipia are now using Well Beyond to submit maintance reports, resolve issues themselves, 
and send valuable diagnostics that make significant repairs much cheaper and more eficient. 

Saving both the NGO and the 
communitiy time and money



And NGOs can better prove their impact to 
donors, growing their work in the field.
With Well Beyond, NGOs can also compensate users for submitting water status reports, which incentivizes engagement 
and accountability, which creates superior impact reporting for NGOs, which is critical to attracting and retaining donors.

NGOs 
(clients)

Local 
Communities 

(users)

Compensation Donations

Donors

Submit status reports


Request maintance

Fix basic issues

Comprehensive  
impact reporting

Impact data direct 
from beneficiaries



status report 
 Peer-to-Peer 
Invites


NGOs 
(clients)

 0.25 USD

Local 
Communities 

(users)

 27.78 KES

Via the Bitcoin 
lightning network

Phase one: Early ADoption & Growth Phase TWO: Scale

Global 
Diaspora

+

Remittances

Until this past September, there was no way to send useful money directly to rural comunities in the developing world 
without incurring prohibitive fees. Innovations like Strike’s API, which powers Twitter’s new tipping feature, changes that. 

Compensating locals was not possible until 
recently. It unlocks an even bigger solution.



We don’t need to be. Neither the NGOs nor community members need to know anything about Bitcoin or care what 
its current value is. Just like we don’t need to know anything about TCP/IP when we shop on Amazon.   

Version WEB 2.0

TCP/IP Blockchain

WEB 3.0

Underlying 
protocol

Relevant 
players

Standard 
fees

Takeaway

What The internet Is Built on more secure and seamless tech, 
specially built for payments

*this slide is pretty comprenhensive of everything we know about crypto, bitcoin, & blockchain. That’s why it’s so exciting. 

2.9% + $0.30/transaction

+ foreign exchange fees 
+ int’l wire fees

The current internet can’t handle 
small international payments well.

+ all the web 2.0 players soon

FREE

Instant P2P payments in any amount.  
For the global poor, this is transformational.  

We’re leveraging the Bitcoin blockchain, 
but we’re not crypto experts*



Each NGO client brings its own community 
network and gets us closer to critical mass.
Thousands of NGOs have implemented hundreds of thousands of water projects throughout the rural, developing world. To 
measure their effectiveness, every single one of those projects requires the diagnostic and maintenance updates we provide.

Product featuresToday

Water system diagnostics 
& maintenance checklists

Financial incentives 
for task completion

Add’l tasks & 
edu modules

Remittance 
payments

Regional  
expansion 1.

2.

3.

5.

4.
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We’re raising $1M to secure 20+ NGO clients 
and launch payments.

Progress to date

MVP developed

V1 feature complete by end of Q1 2022

Deployed MVP in 25+ communities for 
proof of concept

In response to COVID, developed & 
deployed educational modules that 
trained 3K+ people in 53 communities 
and 6 countries

Use of funds

Reach $250k+ ARR and increase average 
annual revenue per client to $14K+

Secure 20+ NGO clients. Deploy app 
in 1000+ communities

Develop payment functionality, 
and expand educational modules


